Danes On The Road ... All The Way To Sweden

The Albany State basketball team is taking a long road trip— all the way to Sweden. Coach Lee Rhenish and the Danes are on their way to Stockholm for the World University Games. This will be the first time Albany has participated in the games, which are held every four years. The team will play against teams from around the world, including division I and II colleges. Despite the long journey and the challenge of playing against top teams, Rhenish is confident in his team's ability to compete.

Students Forced Off Senate

The Senate has voted to force off the Senate's nominating committee, a move that has raised concerns among students and faculty. The Senate majority, which is held by President Sean O'Sullivan, has not been able to pass legislation in recent months, leading to a lack of representation for students. The senate majority is expected to push for a new voting system that will allow for more inclusivity.

Championships Show That softball Team Belongs

The Albany State softball team has been performing well, and their success is paying off. Coach Lee Rhenish, who is leading the team, is confident in their abilities and is pushing for more opportunities to compete in higher-level tournaments. The team's performance is attracting attention, and there is hope that they may be able to achieve greater success in the future.

Linett And Levine Tabbed For National Tournament

Libby Levine and Carli Linett have been selected to represent Albany State at the national tournament. They have worked hard to prepare for this opportunity, and their selection is a testament to their dedication and hard work. The team is excited to represent the school and is looking forward to the competition.

Budget Cut; Teams Terminated

The University is facing a budget crisis, which is affecting all departments, including athletics. Several teams, including the softball team, have been terminated as a result. The decision has been met with disappointment and frustration among students and faculty, who are concerned about the impact on the university's reputation and the community. The university is working to find ways to address this issue and ensure that all students have the opportunity to participate in extracurricular activities.
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by Susan Mil specifications
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According to O'Leary, "the

While protesting the proposed con-
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SUNYA Policy Protects Homosexuals

She pointed to an overstuf-

O'Leary said his development of

I'm looking for

This is the final part of a four-

The previous three articles expos-

One Pine Hills landlord, Mrs.

Student Housing: Poor Picks

When Dave Lester and his three

Today!

You'll be amazed at all the

You can initiate if you do not intend to

You can not travel; do all the things you

To all my dear friends,

Happy Birthday

Sarah & Kevin
WHATAWEEK!

438-4475

FRI.

SAT.

SUN.

MON.

TUES.

WEDS.

THURS.

THURS. $1

One dollar off

One free item

Free extra cheese

Free ground beef

On Monday, May 12, 1980

On Tuesday, May 13, 1980

On Wednesday, May 14, 1980

On Thursday, May 15, 1980

One coupon per pizza.

Free ground beef:

On Friday, May 16, 1980

Coupon values include applicable sales tax.

On Saturday, May 17, 1980

On any small pizza.

On any large pizza.

On any pizza.

On any small pizza.

On any large pizza.

On any medium pizza.

On any small pizza.

On any large pizza.

On any small pizza.

On any large pizza.

On any small pizza.

On any large pizza.

On any small pizza.

On any large pizza.

On any small pizza.

On any large pizza.

On any small pizza.

On any large pizza.

On any small pizza.

On any large pizza.

On any small pizza.
I would like to express my thanks to the members of the Class of 1980 Council for all their help and time in the future happiness and success.

Love and kisses,
Kim

Thanks and Good Luck,
Dave

Special thanks to Scott, Mike and Marc for their help as well.

---

**TELETHON 81**

**USED BOOK EXCHANGE**

bring books you want to sell to
CC Ballroom
on
May 14, 15 and May 19-21
from 10 am - 3 pm
money and/or books to be returned in September
SA Funded

---

**ALBANY STATE CINEMA**

and the
**ASURA**

*THE UNIVERSITY THEATRE DEPARTMENT*

**"KILLING TIME"**

A Black History Play
BY Leslie Lee
Directed by David Benson

Wed - May 7, 7 pm & Sun - May 11, 3 pm
Tickets: $5

**THE RESTAURANT EVERYONE'S TALKING ABOUT**

**FREE Antipasto Buffet with Dinners**

**HOMEMADE LASAGNA**

Matinee - Sun. May 11 - 2:30
Directed by Daniel Barton

A Black history play

---

**CONTINUATION OF BARBERS**

There's just one thing I want to know... WHEN PUSHED M.O.?? Oh boy.

---

May 9, 1980

**The Green Machine Series**

Albany Student Press

---

May 9, 1980

**Housing Problems Off-Campus**

---

Moulack Campus Re-Discovered

---

**Budget Cutbacks: Teams Terminated**

---

"All we're asking for is an equal opportunity," Earl said. "The other teams are going to be number two in the east," added Earl. "By the end of the season, they would lose on the chance to play in the NCAA championships."

---

"I don't get it. Happy Birthday Marcia! Aaahh, Au Weider See, Son O'Heaneys, Larry, I can too get sick on 3 beers! Mike — Frank's orgasms are money in the real estate business. According to the school's president, it would be a scandal if the buildings were overtly exploited," according to Larry. "The buildings don't become enmeshed in the market and they just don't realize.."
Summer Jobs — Camp Dippikill
4 Positions Available

Job Description
Available to students or others, customer service (in the hospitality or a 20-hr/week position) as a part-time job.

Job Location
Camp Dippikill, 35 mi. north of SUNYA, in the southern Adirondack Mountains near Warrensburg, N.Y.

Period of Employment
15 weeks — June 15 through August 20, 1980

Salary
$5.00/hr for the summer — $5.50/hr (includes meals — Monday through Friday)

Who May Apply
No restrictions, underclassmen having full academic status permitted.

Special Qualifications
The camp is located in a rather isolated location with stores and social life not within walking distance.

Key to Campus
The camp has a 28' by 34' long recreation building with dormitory sleeping facilities.

Rowan and Board
Free housing is provided in the main house, around the campus. Special facilities are available for that purpose, but the house is high key, quite private and 24 hour staff in residence. The camp is located in a rather isolated location with stores and social life not within walking distance.

Where & When To Apply
Applications may be picked up in the SA Office (CC 116) and must be returned to that office before 5 PM Friday, May 9.

Acceptance Notice
Applications will be accepted in the SA Office on May 14. The applicant should be in good physical condition and be willing to work hard for the position.

APPLICATIONS WILL BE ADDED TO THE LIST UNTIL FILL UP

TORCH NIGHT '80
FAIR WEATHER PLAN

1. Ceremony to begin at 9:00 p.m. on the University football field.
2. Seniors should arrive in cap and gown by 8:00 p.m. with their torch bearers at the Perimeter Road entrance to the gym.
3. Parents and guests are invited to view the ceremony from seating on the side of the gym facing the track.
4. Reception to follow by the Main Fountain.

FOR MORE DETAILED INFORMATION AND FOR RAIN PLAN INSTRUCTIONS- SEE INSTRUCTION SHEET AVAILABLE AT CAMPUS CENTER INFORMATION DESK.
In Loving Memory
Of Patricia Bunn

In loving memory of our dear friend, Patricia Bunn. Our prayers and love are with your family and friends at this time.

[Address]

[Date]

And More
For the Editor:
I happened to be listening to radio earlier this morning and heard a story about a local politician who is running for office. It seems that he has been involved in several controversies in the past, and some people are concerned about his qualifications. I think it's important to consider these issues when making a decision about who to vote for. It's unfortunate that politics can sometimes be so divisive, but I hope that we can all work together to find a candidate who is truly committed to serving the needs of our community.

[Address]

[Date]
Here's Looking At You, Kids

"Hold onto your real friends and your ideas — they will be your sound and your stuff in the bitter future they call the real world."
It's Only Rock'n'Roll

Cliff Sloan

You never have and you never will. You about life, no matter how cruel or seamy it is, feels like doing. That's the way it is. The more you do it, the more you understand it.

If the attitude

No more of these innocent, two-bucks-in-a-dance-hall moments like the churning pangs of violent opposites attract: "It's a cliche that opposites attract, but whatever we do, it's a moment that's part of me."

slept, the attitude

Something you can see, something you can hear, something you can reach out and touch. Something you can feel.

Something you can reach out and touch. Something you can feel.

It's Only Rock

Lou's opening song "How Do You Speak Love is usually a subject Lou brings up on stage. Aspects has led me to be dubbed with many flattered acceptance. Remember, however, that the world around me: the more I can see, the more I can feel, the more I can understand, the more I can understand, the more I can understand, the more I can understand.

Growing Up With Lou

Edwin Pinka

I never have and I never will. You about life, no matter how cruel or seamy it is, feels like doing. That's the way it is. The more you do it, the more you understand it.

All the music in your life's hard and your life's hard. You have to have a thick skin to be a rock singer. No one has ever been more of a thug than Lou. He's our kids, he's our kids, he's our kids, he's our kids.

Don't let him fool you. He's got all the tricks in the book. He's got all the tricks in the book. He's not a nice guy, but he's not a nice guy, but he's not a nice guy.

And if anyone wants to go see a movie after "Killing Time," forget it. There aren't a lot of people who say the same thing about it. It's a good movie, it's a good movie, it's a good movie.

Adventure, Fun, Sun, And Moore

Barton directed several off-Broadway

President Nixon, who is a regular diner at the White House, was a regular diner at the White House, was a regular diner at the White House, was a regular diner at the White House.

The film's biggest problem is that Bogl is a generally

It's sort of cliche but you really have to know what you're doing to make a good movie. I've seen some good movies, I've seen some good movies, I've seen some good movies.

It's only Rock'n'Roll

I never have and I never will. You about life, no matter how cruel or seamy it is, feels like doing. That's the way it is. The more you do it, the more you understand it.

Killing Time at Albany

Daniel Barton is doing more than killing time in his return engagement at the PAB. For his return engagement at the PAB.
that tans the faces of beautiful children who experience it. 1: Touch me not with your glass bottom boats of deceit, your every interaction of that Imaginable? Or is it the force of evil defeat, missing out as the search for love moves from a rather I just used you as bait on a hook, sunk Into the groin of this: How do we know this? I: Contrary to popular opinion, the human race will survive. Fools' Paradise -Rania Bratberg Stark reality is harsh Much more than it seems So we reach for an escape But it is too easy and too pleasurable. Our minds become distorted images, The false reflections seem vivid and lifelike But often they hurt And sometimes they destroy
Dear Carol,

Take good care of Carole next year and don't work too hard. We'll all have more haircuts and perms, etc. Thanks for the memories to take with you through your 19th birthday over the summer or else!! Ing...and we appreciate good form.

You're so very special. I hope I can still want to wish you the happiest year but we'll be friends forever. We'll be a good roommate — take care kid.

Just wanted to pat you on the back, Glenn's Chick. I'll always treasure the time we spent together. I'll miss living with you both so much more that we've shared in our friendship. No matter how long, I can see saying goodbye will be boring.

Diamond-face, Goobers, Larry, and Glenn.

We've come a long way in 2 years.

To the "little one", there...We love you a lot.

To Bitch No. 3, I hereby formally apologize for all the times I've made you look like a clown...when we could have been having fun! Take care now.

Mark and Jeff: I owe you more than I can say. I'll always remember you and the fun we've had together. We'll always be "lookin" for Cindy!

To the "little one", there...We love you a lot.

Love, Your Future Roomie

Dear Kosher Bitch and Britto, we may be crazy. But we'll always be here for you. Thanks for your support.

Best ol luck always

Ruth, Ed,

If you're not at Mayfest...it was a great season but what a great group of Individuals from down there....We love you a lot.

From the 4-H Club and all the rest.

Love, The Other Bitch

Lauren, Linda, and Sheryl, Thanks for putting up with my sex, hot tuna In the field, le silken fingers are too tired and my eyes no longer work. I just want to say that great times and all other...I'll be thinking about us when we go back to a beautiful adult.

To the "little one", there...We love you a lot.

Love, September

P.S. Did his hair grow back yet? Hang on from here?

To the "little one", there...We love you a lot.

Love, Sue Mill

Cutle

Why sit in lifter at Mayfest? Please...and we appreciate good form.

We may be crazy. But we'll always be here for you. Thanks for your support.

Best ol luck always

Love, Judy

Lovi -la-la

Joan

What Is this making us wash for our exams? Please...and we appreciate good form.

We may be crazy. But we'll always be here for you. Thanks for your support.

Best ol luck always

Love, Mlsch

Dear Julio K.,

What Is this making us wash for our exams? Please...and we appreciate good form.

We may be crazy. But we'll always be here for you. Thanks for your support.

Best ol luck always

Love, Mlsch

Dear Karen, Mindy, and Mindy: Thanks for coming In to see us and the long informative talks. And for the laughs and smiles! I'll miss living with you both so much more that we've shared in our friendship. No matter how long, I can see saying goodbye will be boring.

Ruth, Ed,

If you're not at Mayfest...it was a great season but what a great group of Individuals from down there....We love you a lot.

From the 4-H Club and all the rest.

Love, The Other Bitch

Lauren, Linda, and Sheryl, Thanks for putting up with my sex, hot tuna In the field, le silken fingers are too tired and my eyes no longer work. I just want to say that great times and all other...I'll be thinking about us when we go back to a beautiful adult.

To the "little one", there...We love you a lot.

Love, September

P.S. Here's to fiesta colors, peanut butter, and all other! I'll be thinking about us when we go back to a beautiful adult.

Love, The Other Bitch

Lauren, Linda, and Sheryl, Thanks for putting up with my sex, hot tuna In the field, le silken fingers are too tired and my eyes no longer work. I just want to say that great times and all other...I'll be thinking about us when we go back to a beautiful adult.

To the "little one", there...We love you a lot.

Love, September

P.S. Here's to fiesta colors, peanut butter, and all other! I'll be thinking about us when we go back to a beautiful adult.

Love, The Other Bitch

Lauren, Linda, and Sheryl, Thanks for putting up with my sex, hot tuna In the field, le silken fingers are too tired and my eyes no longer work. I just want to say that great times and all other...I'll be thinking about us when we go back to a beautiful adult.

To the "little one", there...We love you a lot.

Love, September

P.S. Here's to fiesta colors, peanut butter, and all other! I'll be thinking about us when we go back to a beautiful adult.

Love, The Other Bitch

Lauren, Linda, and Sheryl, Thanks for putting up with my sex, hot tuna In the field, le silken fingers are too tired and my eyes no longer work. I just want to say that great times and all other...I'll be thinking about us when we go back to a beautiful adult.

To the "little one", there...We love you a lot.

Love, September

P.S. Here's to fiesta colors, peanut butter, and all other! I'll be thinking about us when we go back to a beautiful adult.

Love, The Other Bitch

Lauren, Linda, and Sheryl, Thanks for putting up with my sex, hot tuna In the field, le silken fingers are too tired and my eyes no longer work. I just want to say that great times and all other...I'll be thinking about us when we go back to a beautiful adult.

To the "little one", there...We love you a lot.

Love, September

P.S. Here's to fiesta colors, peanut butter, and all other! I'll be thinking about us when we go back to a beautiful adult.

Love, The Other Bitch

Lauren, Linda, and Sheryl, Thanks for putting up with my sex, hot tuna In the field, le silken fingers are too tired and my eyes no longer work. I just want to say that great times and all other...I'll be thinking about us when we go back to a beautiful adult.

To the "little one", there...We love you a lot.

Love, September

P.S. Here's to fiesta colors, peanut butter, and all other! I'll be thinking about us when we go back to a beautiful adult.

Love, The Other Bitch

Lauren, Linda, and Sheryl, Thanks for putting up with my sex, hot tuna In the field, le silken fingers are too tired and my eyes no longer work. I just want to say that great times and all other...I'll be thinking about us when we go back to a beautiful adult.

To the "little one", there...We love you a lot.

Love, September

P.S. Here's to fiesta colors, peanut butter, and all other! I'll be thinking about us when we go back to a beautiful adult.

Love, The Other Bitch

Lauren, Linda, and Sheryl, Thanks for putting up with my sex, hot tuna In the field, le silken fingers are too tired and my eyes no longer work. I just want to say that great times and all other...I'll be thinking about us when we go back to a beautiful adult.

To the "little one", there...We love you a lot.

Love, September

P.S. Here's to fiesta colors, peanut butter, and all other! I'll be thinking about us when we go back to a beautiful adult.

Love, The Other Bitch

Lauren, Linda, and Sheryl, Thanks for putting up with my sex, hot tuna In the field, le silken fingers are too tired and my eyes no longer work. I just want to say that great times and all other...I'll be thinking about us when we go back to a beautiful adult.

To the "little one", there...We love you a lot.

Love, September

P.S. Here's to fiesta colors, peanut butter, and all other! I'll be thinking about us when we go back to a beautiful adult.

Love, The Other Bitch

Lauren, Linda, and Sheryl, Thanks for putting up with my sex, hot tuna In the field, le silken fingers are too tired and my eyes no longer work. I just want to say that great times and all other...I'll be thinking about us when we go back to a beautiful adult.
The Great Dane football team went to the NCAA semi-finals. By the way, Paul Schwartz, like many of you, is seeing this for the first time, and had nothing to do with its production.

Busch said it best: "Professional." "It's the war of the waiters...they capture the kitchen, demolish the dining room, and leave Camp Osorno in ruins."
Happy Birthday

Yan and Gig

Berk,

P.S. My head itches - can you scratch it for me?

Vishim Vashim,

You are the dearest brother and a very beautiful person. We are so lucky to have spent one of the most difficult and yet one of the most exciting for you years of our lives being so close — crying, loving, laughing and just hanging out together. I love you. I am going to miss you so much next year.

Love,
Billie

P.S. My head itches — can you scratch it for me?

Chick-Fil-A

CHICKEN FEED.

CHICKEN AND CHICKEN, $3.95
Two boneless breasts of broiled barbecued chicken served with a side of coleslaw and Texas toast.

CHICKEN AND STEAK, $4.50
Two boneless breasts of broiled barbecued chicken and a top sirloin steak, served with a side of coleslaw, Texas toast.

Don't get pregnant. Use Contra-Foam.

Contra-Foam: Small enough to fit into your pocket or purse, patented single-step contraceptive. Patented by OCA and the Office of Student Affairs.

A Lot To Remember And Feel Good About

By Paul Schwartz

It wasn't quite that incredible hard-fought victory. It was just after last year's Albany kick-off. It was just after the Cadets ran out, the place booed before the big Ithaca game last year. It quoted Albany's kicking after almost every game this year, something about Ford. It quoted Albany's kicking. It quoted Albany this year, they were 11-0. It quoted Albany's kicking. Thirty years ago, after the Danes won the Albany kickoff, the place booed. It quoted Albany's kicking. Twenty-three years ago, a kick, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. Twenty years ago, a kick. It quoted Albany's kicking. Thirteen years ago, a goal, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. Ten years ago, a goal, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. Nine years ago, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. Eight years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. Seven years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. Six years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. Five years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. Four years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. Three years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. Two years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. One year ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 300 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 301 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 302 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 303 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 304 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 305 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 306 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 307 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 308 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 309 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 310 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 311 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 312 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 313 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 314 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 315 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 316 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 317 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 318 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 319 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 320 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 321 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 322 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 323 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 324 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 325 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 326 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 327 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 328 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 329 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 330 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 331 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 332 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 333 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 334 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 335 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 336 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 337 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 338 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 339 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 340 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 341 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 342 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 343 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 344 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 345 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 346 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 347 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 348 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 349 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 350 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 351 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 352 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 353 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 354 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 355 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 356 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 357 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 358 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 359 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 360 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 361 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 362 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 363 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 364 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 365 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 366 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 367 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 368 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 369 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 370 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 371 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 372 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 373 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 374 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 375 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 376 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 377 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 378 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 379 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 380 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 381 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 382 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 383 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 384 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 385 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 386 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 387 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 388 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 389 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 390 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 391 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 392 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 393 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 394 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 395 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 396 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 397 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 398 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 399 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking. 400 years ago, a goal, a goal. It quoted Albany's kicking.
Albany Sports: Accomplishments, Frustrations

by Bob Bellaflore

"It was sort of a mixed year," said Bob Ford, the head football coach at the University of Albany. "We had some great accomplishments and some frustrations.

"I think we had some great accomplishments and some frustrations," said Ford, noting the performance of the coaches and athletes as commendable. But Ford considered the off-the-field aspects of intercollegiate athletics, namely "a loss of resources," as the major cause of the frustration.

1979-80 certainly was a mixed year for Albany State. There were occasions when Dane squads were considered among the best in the nation. Then something would happen, like an upset or a doubleheader at the hands of an arch-rival and Albany would drop out of everyone's minds. Other teams weren't even considered worthy of serious consideration ("rebuilding" it's called), and then comes the surprise -- a winning season or just a few great performances against top competition.

In all sports, though, there is that one great equalizer -- the winless record. With six losses remaining on the schedule, the 26 Albany teams had a collective record of 208-143, with 6 ties.

National recognition -- two words that plague small college coaches from coast to coast. Take out the second word of that term and you've got a 1979-80 "championship," and the eyes of those coaches light up with the dreams of what could be. Two Dane squads received their highest mid-season national rankings this year. The two "big time" sports (football and basketball) made it to the polls from their respective national wide polls.

Severely hurt by the graduation of both the offensive and defensive lines, the Dane football team, according to Ford (also head football coach), lacked great speed, great quickness, team strength, and the great passing attack necessary to realize the goal that the coach feels every team has -- that national championship.

The big pre-season surprise for Ford was the return of premier defensive tackle Steve Shoen (Capitol District Player of the Year in 1977), defensive end Bob Singletary, and halfback Sam Haliseco. All had taken a year off for various reasons, but were now back, much to the pleasure of the Dane staff.

For the Danes, the name of the game was defense. Albany refused to yield the goal line for the first two games, shutting out Hobart (10-0) and Southern Connecticut State (20-0). Against Brockport, Albany's "bend but not break" philosophy paid off, as the Golden Eagles yielded just 13 total yards, but could only muster 6 points. The next two games would make or break the Dane dream of an NCAA playoff bid.

The Norwich Cadets, second nationally in total offense (486.3 yards per game); top rushing offense (39.1 points per game); top passing offense in America, Division III (398.3 yards per game); all behind an offensive line that averaged 240 pounds per man; irresistible force meets immovable object. Rank: fourth in the East before the game, Albany improved that to fourth nationally (third in the East) after the come-from-behind 28-25 victory over the Cadets. Thacha was waiting, and ready. Boy, were they ready.

Several Danes were hurt in the Norwich game, but several players did not 40 points make, and Albany was sent reeling 46-6, the worst loss in the seven-year history of Albany State varsity football. Thacha would go on to win the national championship.

From then on, it was downhill for the Danes, who fell to Fordham and Springfield back-to-back by scores of 35-28 and 31-0, respectively. The Albany dream was broken, with their final record at 6-3.

Albany's other source of national recognition athletically was in basketball, where head coach Dick Saucers was embarking on his 25th season in that position.

Two things awaited Saucers -- one he liked, one he did not. A new SUNYA divisional arrangement which the coach felt could exclude a deserving team from a playoff berth was the latter. The good news was that guard Winnon Royal (a key performer who was the 1978-79 conference player of the year) had to captain the Dominican Republic national team in the Pan-Am Games. This was the first trip to the Olympics for the Danes.

The season opener against Kings College of Pennsylvania saw the Danes win, 79-66, behind guard Rob Clune's team season high 29 points. After taking the next four contests (including two SUNYAC games), Albany lost to Stoney Brook in the opener of that team's invitational tournament.

In front of a literally shoulder-to-shoulder crowd in Union Gym, the top-seeded ranked Division III squad over the Bears were first squared off for 45 minutes of tense, dramatic, basketball that a master of suspense would have mapped out better.

After a missed Pete Stansky's free throw with 13 seconds left in the game, another win brought Albany to Oswego, where the Danes hadn't been victorious since 1911. The eighties held nothing new, and the Red Dragons upset 65-62 in overtime. Division II power Harwick handed the Danes their second consecutive loss, 71-63.

Fordham and Potsdam were the only obstacles to a Dane SUNYAC playoff shot. Albany won both, 88-86 and 73-68, respectively.

Despite getting third in the conference championships, Albany received a bid to the NCAA Northeast Regional in Potsdam.

After beating a powerful St. Lawrence team in the opening round, 75-66, Albany fell apart in the last seven minutes of the championship game, rubber match with Potsdam, and was eliminated, 77-72.

"That was the toughest one of all," said Saucers. But he was still satisfied with his squad's seasonal performance. "The team did what it had to do when it needed to do it, and that's the sign of a good team." With a final record of 21-6 (the most Albany wins since 1965), it's difficult to disagree.

Albany's junior varsity basketball team was a big surprise. Coach by Steve Kepp, the Danes romped to a 16-4 record and the highest finishing percentage in any men's sport, despite quitting's, injuries, and tragedy. The Jaycees' jayvee, four of five points, Mike Cotto, are top candidates for next season's varsity.

The 1979-80 soccer season was one that could be termed "frustrating." Finishing at 6-7-1 with an experienced squad, Albany was just good enough to play against our competition," he continued.

Of those five losses, four were by one goal and the one that wasn't (3-1 to Binghamton) could've easily been," said Schieffelin.

"We would be a very respectable Division I team" continued page twenty